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Abstract  

Swing API is set of extensible GUI components for developers to create JAVA based Front End/GUI Application. This 

paper describe a hands-on introduction to Swing, the first in a history of swings which walks through the essential 

components in the Swing library. Swing gives us a native look and feel that emulates the look and feel of several platforms, 

and also supports a pluggable look and feel that allows applications to have a look and feel unrelated to the other  platform. 

The  Java developer and Swing enthusiast Michael Abernethy guides us  through the basic building blocks and then assists 

as us to build basic but functional Swing application. In this we learn how to use models to ease the process of dealing with 

the data. Most Swing developers know that Swing components have a separable model-and-view design. And many Swing 

users have run across articles saying that Swing is based on something called a "modified MVC (model-view-controller) 

architecture" which provides a comprehensive technical overview of Swing's modified MVC structure. String Component 

are more powerful than AWT components or we can say swing is a better tool than AWT. To prove the above mentioned 

line we differentiate Swing with AWT and end the paper by describing the features ,advantages and disadvantages of 

swings.

1. Introduction 

Swing is a collection of libraries that contains primitive widgets or controls used for designing Graphical  user 

Interfaces(GUIs). It was included as a part of Oracle's Java Foundation Classes (JFC) — an API for providing a 

graphical user interface (GUI) for Java programs. The name “Swing” is frequently used to refer to new 

components and related API. “Swing” is the codename of the project that developed the first  Java  Foundation 

Classes ( JFC) components (JFC 1.11). Swing provides a native look and feel that emulates the look and feel of 

several platforms, and also supports a pluggable look and feel that allows applications to have a look and feel 

unrelated to the other platform. It has more powerful and flexible components than AWT. In addition to 

components like buttons, check boxes and labels, Swing provides several advanced components such as tabbed 

panel, scroll panes, trees, tables, and lists etc. Each picture shows the same program but with a different look 

and feel: 
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2. History 

Swing was developed to provide a more sophisticated set of GUI components than the earlier Abstract Window 

Toolkit(AWT). It is part of Oracle's Java Foundation Classes (JFC) — an API for providing a graphical user 

interface (GUI) for Java programs. Unlike AWT components, Swing components are not implemented by 

platform-specific code. Instead they are written entirely in Java ,a platform- independent. The term 

"lightweight" is used to describe such an element. 

 

 

Swing introduced a mechanism that allowed the look and feel of every component in an application to be 

changed  without making substantial changes to the application code. 

3. Design Goals 

The overall goal for the Swing project was: 

To build a set of extensible GUI components to enable developers to more rapidly develop powerful Java front 

ends for commercial applications. Design goals were established by the Swing team earlier in project, which 

resulted into architecture. Guidelines are: 

 1.In java, easy maintenance and class platform consistency could be promoted by being implemented 

2. Single API shall be provided which is able to support various look & feel. This will avoid end users or 

developers to get locked in one look & feel. 

3.Model driven programming shall be empowered, without needing in APIs highest level. 

4.Stick with JavaBeans design principles to make it sure that components will be behaving quite well, in 

builder tools or IDEs. 

5.Compatibility shall be provided with AWT APIs, where overlapping is present to ease porting and to 

leverage the knowledge base of AWT. 

 

4. Separable model architecture 

 
Swing engineers created the Swing toolkit implementing a modified Model View Controller 

design pattern. This enables efficient handling of data and using pluggable look and feel at runtime. 

Swing engineers created the Swing toolkit implementing a modified Model View Controller 

design pattern. This enables efficient handling of data and using pluggable look and feel at runtime.The 

traditional MVC pattern divides an application into three parts: a model, a view and a cotroller. The 

model represents the data in the application. The view is the visual representation of the data. And finally 

the controller processes and responds to events, typically user actions, and may invoke changes on the 

model. The idea is to separate the data access and business logic from data presentation and user 

interaction, by introducing an intermediate component: the controller.The Swing toolkit uses a modified 

MVC design pattern. It has a single UI object for both the view and the controller. This modified MVC is 

sometimes called a separable model architecture. 
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The following table shows the component-to-model mapping for Swing:- 

 

 

 
 

Swing Component: 

• Swing provides many standard GUI components such as buttons, lists, menus, and text areas, which you 

combine to create your program's GUI. 

 • Swing provides containers such as windows and tool bars. – top level: frames, dialogs – intermediate level: 

panel, scroll pane, tabbed pane, ... – other Swing components: buttons, labels, ... 

Container:. 

• Components are added to a container using one of the various forms of its add method – Depending on which 

layout manager is used by the container   panel.add(component); 

• Swing provides three top-level containers: – JFrame (Main window) – JDialog (Secondary window) – JApplet 

(An applet display area within a browser window) 

• To appear on screen, every GUI component must be part of a containment hierarchy, with a top- level 

container as its root. • Each top-level container has a content pane that contains visible components in that top-

level container’s GUI. 

 

6. Difference Between in AWT and Swing:- 
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 5. Relationship to AWT 

Since early versions of Java, a portion of the Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) has provided platform-

independent APIs for user interface components. In AWT, each component is rendered and controlled by a 

native peer component specific to the underlying windowing system. 

By contrast, Swing components are often described as lightweight because they do not require allocation of 

native resources in the operating system's windowing toolkit. The AWT components are referred to as 

heavyweight components. Much of the Swing API is generally a complementary extension of the AWT rather 

than a direct replacement. In fact, every Swing lightweight interface ultimately exists within an AWT 

heavyweight component because all of the top-level components in Swing (JApplet, JDialog, JFrame, and 

JWindow) extend an AWT top-level container. Prior to Java 6 Update 10, the use of both lightweight and 

heavyweight components within the same window was generally discouraged due to Z-order incompatibilities. 

However, later versions of Java have fixed these issues, and both Swing and AWT components can now be used 

in one GUI without Z-order issues. 
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6. Features of Swing 

How we can Integrate with the Desktop Class  

With the Desktop class we can enable our Java application to interact with default applications associated with 

specific file types on the host platform. 

How to Create Translucent and Shaped Windows  

As of the Java Platform, Standard Edition 6 Update 10 release, we can add translucent and shaped windows to 

your Swing applications.  

How to Use Actions 

 With Action objects, we can coordinate the state and event handling of two or more components that generate 

action events. For example, we can use a single Action to create and coordinate a tool-bar button and a menu 

item that perform the same function. 

How to Use Swing Timers  

With the Swing Timer class, we can implement a thread that performs an action after a delay, and optionally 

continues to repeat the action. The action executes in the event dispatch thread. 

6.1 Advantages 

1.Swing contains both additional components and added functionalityas compared to AWT components. 

2.Swing components can change their appearance based on the current "look and feel" library that's being 

used,we can use the same look and feel as the platform in which we currently work or use a different look and 

feel Swing components follow the Model-View-Controller paradigm (MVC), and thus can provide a much more 

flexible UI.  

Swing provides "extras" for components, such as:  

• Icons on many components. 

 • Decorative borders for components . 

• Swing components are lightweight (less resource intensive than AWT) . 

6.2 Disadvantages 
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It requires Java 2 or a separate JAR file If you're not very careful when programming, it can be slower than 

AWT (all components are drawn) Swing components that look like native components might not act exactly like 

native components 
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